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New Kid on the Block
By Shaleek Wilson

TINY HEAD TO TINY TOE

Dr. Angela Dangvu
CHOC Pediatric Specialist

Dr. Dangvu is President-Elect of the
Orange County Chapter of the American
Academy of Pediatrics. She completed
her internship and residency at CHOC
Children's Orange, and her areas of
interests include breast-feeding support.
Dr. Dangvu's philosophy of care: "The
parents and I are a team; we're working
together to make good decisions about
how to care for their children."
EDUCATION:
Medical College of Pennsylvania
BOARD CERTIFICATIONS:
Pediatrics
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EYES, EARS AND MOUTH
After checking the infant's head, the
eyes come next. "We check the eyes
to make sure the pupils are normal,
and we also look for a good light
reflex to ensure the back of the eyes
are normal," says Dr. Dangvu. After
that, it's on to an ear inspection
for proper formation and then the
mouth, to make sure the baby's
tongue is not tied. "A lot of what
we're doing is making sure they were
formed properly in the womb,"
she notes.

HEART AND HIP CHECK
"The next thing is to listen to the heart
for any murmurs and then the lungs,
as well as the abdomen, checking
for a soft feel and making sure no
masses are present," says Dr. Dangvu.
"Also, examining the hips is a really
important part of the process," she
adds, "to rule out dislocation."

WHAT OTHER EXAMS
CAN PARENTS EXPECT?
Parents can expect their bundle
of joy to receive other tests and
treatments before heading
home, including:
È Hearing screening
È Congenital heart disease screen
È Hepatitis B vaccine and
vitamin K injection

PERCENTAGE of body
weight a baby will lose in
the first few days of life,
which they gain back
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Moments after a baby is born, they
receive their "welcome to the world"
exam. "The first thing we're looking
for is to make sure the baby is
breathing fine and looks well," says
Dr. Dangvu. While the exam is brief,
it's thorough, starting with checking
the shape of the head, looking to
see if there is any bruising and that
the baby's soft spot is open and
feels appropriate. "Most babies are
totally fine," she explains, "but some
could have difficulty breathing or
aren't transitioning from the in utero
environment to the outside world."

24 to 48

in general, the number of hours
after birth when A newborn can
go home (72 for babies delivered by
C-section)

NUMBER OF Minutes it takes
to conduct a newborn exam

Experts in: Newborn Care

Learn more about immunizations at www.choc.org/health.

Ranked Among
the Nation's Top
Children's Hospitals
for Neonatology
Recognized as one of the leading
neonatology programs in the nation,
CHOC Children's Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit (NICU) combines the latest
in life-saving technology and trained
neonatal specialists to provide care
for the tiniest patients Ñ most often
premature babies suffering from
respiratory and circulatory problems.
Our team is committed to providing
family-centered care and is dedicated
to listening to and honoring each
family's perspectives, choices, values
and culture.

Learn more at
choc.org/NICU

